
Migrate From Your Old LDAP to a 

Modern Identity Service Using 

Advanced Virtualization



• Discuss challenges with existing Sun/Oracle LDAP directory 

deployments

• Explore best practices for your migration strategy

• Learn how the RadiantOne Identity Service provides a point solution 

that radically simplifies migration from existing LDAP directories and 

offers a faster, more scalable, future-proof storage.

• In our next webinar, we’ll cover how this same federated identity 

service infrastructure enables directory consolidation and many 

other key initiatives.

Agenda



• The current directory is inadequate:

• Costly licensing and maintenance fees

• End of life support

• Inadequate performance

• Inflexible for new applications

• But legacy application dependencies on aging LDAP directories are 

holding you hostage.

Legacy Enterprise LDAP Challenges:

Renovate the Core



1. Take inventory—and do a little house cleaning:

• Analyze client application requests 

• Understand existing directory objects/hierarchy

2. Select the new storage and migrate the data:

• Ideally, storage is as compatible as possible with the current directory

3. Test applications against the new directory

4. Work with application teams on the cutover:

• The process won’t happen overnight, so it’s essential to have a flexible 

piece of infrastructure that allows you to keep the existing directory in 

place.

• This enables application owners to cut over at their own pace.

Migration Strategy: 4 Key Steps



• Migrate

• Redirect

• Clean up

• Pass through

• Redirect

• Iterate

•Discovery

•Dependency

•Quality

Directory Migration Plan

• Best Case

• Prototype

• Iterate

Design

TestDeploy

Analyze



Temporary Synch Allows Progressive 

Application Migration

Client Applications

A B C

RadiantOneSun (LDAP) Directory

Automatic Synchronization 

(persistent cache refresh)

Turn of Synchronization and Decommission Old Directory



• The RadiantOne Identity Service is made of two main 

parts:

– An integration layer based on virtualization

• Used for analysis and design

• Ensures business continuity during migration

• In-place directory migration: Remapping and caching the 

original directory

– A storage layer 

• Highly Available Directory Access Protocol (HDAP)

– Based on big data technologies

– Fully LDAP compatible with a modern architecture

– Minimal maintenance fees relative to legacy LDAP directories

How a Federated Identity Service Assists with 

Directory Migration

Integration Layer

HDAP

Storage



• As a proxy to existing backends, RadiantOne intercepts and logs all client 

application requests, which can then be analyzed to understand what 

information is currently being used.

Migration Process
Analysis: Understand Existing Client Queries/Needs

Client Applications

Requests

RadiantOne Example of RadiantOne access log analysis:

1. Siteminder issues a search to the VDS for: 

(&(cn=<login name>)(objectclass=person))

2. Siteminder issues a bind with DN returned from search

CN=xyz-myuser,OU=USERS,OU=TESTOU,OU=PW,OU=PWMUSER,dc=mystore,dc=com

3. Siteminder performs a base search on the user entry to find the pwdlastset attribute value.

4. Authorization is checked. Siteminder will search for a group.

5. Siteminder will check to see if the user in question is a member of the group.

Sun (LDAP) Directory



Migration Process
Analysis: Inventory Existing Schema Objects and Attributes

• Get an understanding of the schema elements within in the current directory

Object Classes

Attributes



Migration Process
Design: Reflect Existing Hierarchy in New Directory

c=us

o=airius

ou=people ou=groups

cn=aaron cn=HRcn=laura

LDAP Directory

RadiantOne

cn=Sales

Proxy for the entire existing tree

c=us

o=airius

ou=people ou=groups

cn=aaron cn=HRcn=laura cn=Sales



Migration Process
Design: Understanding Differences Between Objects/Classes 

and Instances of Objects (Data)

Objects (“Classes”) vs Instances of Objects (Data)

Sun Directory (LDAP)

uid givenName cn department title

inetOrgPerson

cn description uniqueMember

groupOfUniqueNames

…

…

ou description businessCategory

organizationlUnit

…

o=radiant

ou=groupsou=users

uid=laurac uid=stevenb cn=HR cn=sales… …

o description businessCategory

organization

…



Migration Process
Design: Virtualization by Model



o=vds

c=MX c=US

st=CAst=Baja Sur

l=Novato

uid=ljones

l=La Paz l=Cabo San Lucas

uid=scane uid=kcone

Migration Process
Design: Model New Hierarchies/Views for New Initiatives

Reflect a new hierarchy in RadiantOne

RadiantOne

LDAP Directory



Migrate data

Migration Process
Storage: Select a Compatible Store

New LDAP Directory

Existing Applications Leveraging LDAP

SUN LDAP Directory



Migration Process
Password Sync is Often a Stumbling Block

• Every LDAP directory can have its own password encryption algorithm

– If the same encryption algorithm is offered in HDAP, a direct copy is fine.

• HDAP supports:

– Can do a gradual password sync. As a proxy layer, RadiantOne receives bind 

requests from clients and delegates them to the backend LDAP Directory. If 

successful, the userPassword can be updated in the new local store and then 

this layer can handle future authentication requests. 

1. User logs in

2. Authentication validated

3. User account created locallyRadiantOne

SUN LDAP Directory



• Highly-available Directory Access Protocol (HDAP) is, for all intents and 
purposes, an LDAP directory.

 Accessible via LDAP v3 protocol, plus SQL, REST, SPML, DSML, SCIM, SAML

 Supports LDAP schema (metadata – object classes and attributes)

 Supports similar access controls format, with utility to migrate existing Sun access 
controls to HDAP

 Groups and referential integrity (isMemberOf, Dynamic Groups).

 LDAP Controls (VLV/Sort, Persistent Search, Paged Results, Proxy Authorization)

 Change Management/Notification

• cn=changelog

• persistent search control

 Account Lookout (nsAccountLock)

 Password Policies and Encryptions

 Indexes

• Presence

• Equality

• Approximate

• Substring

• Matching rule

• Browsing

Migration Process
Select a Compatible Storage: Introducing HDAP



Migration Process
How HDAP Compares to The Classic LDAP Directories

• What is a “standard” LDAP directory?

– Each directory supports LDAP access protocols but all have variations in 

the implementation of the storage (indexes, default schemas, supported 

controls, password encryption, etc.)

OpenDS, 

OpenDJ
ADLDS



• For LDAP, speed is key and scale is the challenge. 

• Can you scale up or scale out?

– Generally, the LDAP approach is to scale up with a more powerful 
machine, but this is expensive and constrained by hardware limitations. 

• Competing processes:

– Faster concurrent access

• More Servers to spread the load with $$$$ hardware

– LDAP replication of changes across servers

• Competes with application access

– Indexes of attributes speeds searches

• Slows replication further competing against application access

• Servers stop responding to application requests

Major Shortcomings with Classic LDAP 

Directories



Performance Comparison
Replication Across 3 Servers



Performance Comparison
Unique Attribute Equality Search



Performance Comparison
Unique Attribute Substring Search



Performance Comparison
Non-unique Attribute Equality Search



Performance Comparison
Non-unique Attribute Substring Search



Benefits of HDAP over Traditional LDAP

• HDAP brings BIG DATA to LDAP!

• Benefits over “traditional” LDAP stores

– Fast/flexible search on all attributes

– Fast write per node (linked to speed of replication)

• Disk Cloning vs. File Copy (50 times faster)

– High Scalability and flexibility with easily configured “elasticity,” so you 

can scale out as needed
• Storage is based on Lucene index across nodes of a cluster, with the cluster (and 

metadata) management handled by Zookeeper.



HDAP High Availability Architecture

LeaderFollower (possible Leader)

Zookeeper

Replication (from designated 

Leader to Follower nodes)
Add more replicas(follower only 

nodes) for better throughput 

(queries/sec) and fault tolerance

Distributed configuration 

Manager

Handles electing new leader 

when needed

Core Nodes

VDS NodeVDS Node VDS Node

Load Balancer

Manage Configuration  and State

Follower (possible Leader)

Follower  Only (never Leader)

VDS Node

HDAP

Follower  Only (never Leader)

VDS Node

Cluster

LDAP and other protocols front-end 

SQL, REST/HTTP(SPML,DSML)

HDAP HDAP
HDAP

HDAP



HDAP Scalability

HDAP 9 Nodes

HDAP 7 Nodes

HDAP 5 Nodes

HDAP 3 Nodes



Maximize ROI
Re-Useable Architecture for Other Initiatives

New Applications/Initiatives

Other Data Sources

RadiantOne

Existing 

Applications



• Future-proof your directory with a new storage and architecture based on 

virtualization and big data technologies:
– Easily migrate away from old LDAP directories with tools that allow you to analyze and 

design without disrupting the existing infrastructure.

– Better scalability

– Higher performance

• Address custom data requirements:
– Customizations/computations can be done at the RadiantOne layer, enabling each 

application to focus on the services they provide.

– Each application can have its own “virtual view” with specific mappings, computations, and 

attributes.

• Maximize your ROI
– Replace outdated traditional LDAP infrastructures with something more flexible and “future-

proof.”

– Use the Federated Identity Service layer for other initiatives, such as directory consolidation

or federation.

Summary


